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Abstract: The ability to monitor and predict sea temperature is crucial for determining the likelihood
that ocean-related events will occur. However, most studies have focused on predicting sea surface
temperature, and less attention has been paid to predicting sea subsurface temperature (SSbT), which
can reflect the thermal state of the entire ocean. In this study, we use a 3D U-Net model to predict
the SSbT in the upper 400 m of the Pacific Ocean and its adjacent oceans for lead times of 12 months.
Two reconstructed SSbT products are added to the training set to solve the problem of insufficient
observation data. Experimental results indicate that this method can predict the ocean temperature
more accurately than previous methods in most depth layers. The root mean square error and mean
absolute error of the predicted SSbT fields for all lead times are within 0.5–0.7 ◦C and 0.3–0.45 ◦C,
respectively, while the average correlation coefficient scores of the predicted SSbT profiles are above
0.96 for almost all lead times. In addition, a case study qualitatively demonstrates that the 3D U-Net
model can predict realistic SSbT variations in the study area and, thus, facilitate understanding of
future changes in the thermal state of the subsurface ocean.

Keywords: sea temperature prediction; reconstructed sea subsurface temperature data; 3D U-Net

1. Introduction

In oceanographic investigations, the sea temperature is a crucial measure that can
indicate the thermal state of seawater [1]. Its variation strongly correlates with the global
climate and meteorological events [2–5] and can affect the marine ecological environment,
underwater acoustic communication, and commercial fisheries [6–8]. Therefore, sea tem-
perature prediction is crucial for assisting in the early assessment of the likelihood of
associated events. Two categories can be used to group the methods for predicting sea
temperature. The first group is based on dynamical models to simulate atmosphere–ocean
variables with physical constraints and then make forecasts [9–11]. The second group
attempts to capture the relationships between past observations and future sea temperature
through data analysis. This group includes statistical model-based approaches [12,13] and
machine learning-based approaches [14–17]. In the last two decades, machine learning-
based approaches have been increasingly adopted to predict sea temperature due to lower
computational costs and higher flexibility in comparison with numerical model-based ap-
proaches [18,19]. For example, to estimate the time series of sea surface temperature (SST)
in isolated locations, Zhang et al. [17] used long short-term memory (LSTM). The gated
recurrent unit model, which has less trainable parameters compared with LSTM, was used
by Zhang et al. [20] for SST time series prediction. Yang et al. [21] used a fully connected
LSTM (FC-LSTM) layer and a convolution layer to predict the SST of an area of nearby
points to incorporate the temporal and spatial information. However, the abovementioned
models cannot capture the spatial linkage of the sea temperature values in a large region,
thus limiting their prediction performance. Researchers have paid close attention to the per-
formance of the convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) model in precipitation nowcasting [22].
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This model replaces the matrix operations of the FC-LSTM with convolutions, making it a
powerful tool that can extract expressive spatial feature maps of input images and model
their time evolution. The ConvLSTM model has been used in some studies to successfully
estimate sea temperature [23–25].

Sea subsurface temperature (SSbT), which is a 3D sea temperature field, is essential
for understanding the mechanisms and processes in the ocean as a whole [26] and is thus
preferred in oceanographic studies [27]. A review of previous studies revealed that the
prediction of the SSbT has not been investigated as extensively as that of the SST. Liu
et al. [28] employed LSTM to predict the mean seawater temperature at various depths
at each observation point for the following month. To predict the SSbT for 3-day and
5-day lead times at an observation point, Patil and Iiyama [29] first used a ConvLSTM
network to extract the spatiotemporal information of the past SST around this point and
then used a multilayer perceptron to analyze the past observed SSbT profiles at this point.
The results of the prediction were then produced by combining the outputs of these two
networks. Zhang et al. [25] used a multilayer ConvLSTM (M-ConvLSTM) model to predict
the mean SSbT field of the upcoming month in a subarea of the Pacific Ocean in terms of
the spatiotemporal prediction of the SSbT in a region rather than at specific points. To solve
the extraction problem of 3D spatial correlation of the SSbT field, a 4D convolutional neural
network (CNN) was designed by Zuo et al. [30] for SSbT horizontal and profile prediction
of the next day, respectively, in which a 4D convolution operation was implemented by
linearly adding the results of several 3D convolution operations. Although deep learning
(DL) has significantly improved SSbT prediction, there are still few studies that perform
SSbT field prediction for lead times greater than 1 month, which limits their usefulness
as a reference for longer-term ocean-related studies. Moreover, an insufficient amount of
monthly observation data limits the generalization ability of the network during training.

This study investigates the DL-based long-term SSbT field prediction. Utilizing the
SSbT fields from the previous 12 months as the input, a 3D U-Net-based model was con-
structed to perform the prediction of the monthly SSbT fields, mostly in the Pacific Ocean,
for lead times up to 12 months. This model is capable of extracting the spatiotemporal
features of historical SSbT fields and mapping them into future SSbT fields. In addition,
two SSbT products that have been recreated based on objective analysis have been added to
the training dataset to address the issue of insufficient monthly mean observation data. The
rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some related
works about SSbT prediction. Section 3 describes the data used in this study. The suggested
approach is illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental findings. Finally,
Section 6 provides the conclusions of this study.

2. Related Works

Liu et al. [28] considers the spatiotemporal SSbT field prediction as a combination of
the independent time series prediction of each observation point in a 3D grid region. They
first use a matrix fusion approach to capture the features of the closeness and period in the
temperature time series and then leverage LSTM to conduct the temperature prediction
for the next month. This method is evaluated at different depth levels of three regions, in-
cluding the Coral Sea, the equatorial Pacific Ocean, and the South China Sea. Experimental
results show that the optimal parameters of the fusion matrix are different for different
depth levels. Comparable or even better overall performance is achieved by using this
method compared to support vector regression and a multilayer perceptron. However, the
spatiotemporal relationship between observation points is ignored in the modeling process,
which limits the prediction performance.

Instead of using a DL model to predict the temperature of each depth layer separately,
Patil and Iiyama [29] investigate the DL-based SSbT profile prediction for 3-day and 5-day
lead times at a specific location in the eastern Indian Ocean. In their developed model, a
ConvLSTM network is first adopted to extract the spatiotemporal features of the past SST
around this location. Then, a multilayer perceptron is used to extract the patterns of the
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past observed SSbT profiles at this location. Finally, these two types of features are fused by
another multilayer perceptron to generate the prediction result. Experimental results show
that compared with using SST only, the prediction accuracy can be significantly improved
by incorporating the past SSbT profiles into the model. In addition, it is found that the
proposed model produces higher prediction errors for the intermediate depth levels from
100 m to 300 m compared to other depth levels.

To model the spatiotemporal relationship of the sea temperature in the whole 3D grid
region, Zhang et al. [25] and Zuo et al. [30] propose the M-ConvLSTM model and 4D-CNN
model, respectively. Zhang et al. [25] focus on predicting the mean SSbT field of the next
month based on monthly mean SSbT fields of the previous 28 months. The input SSbT field
at each time step is considered as a multi-channel image. The M-ConvLSTM model, which
consists of multiple ConvLSTM layers, is used to transmit and update the inner states along
the time direction of the input sequence of SSbT fields. The prediction result is generated at
the last time step. The M-ConvLSTM model achieves improvements over the FC-LSTM
model [21] for SST prediction. The coefficient of determination for most depth layers
exceeds 0.95. Zuo et al. [30] develop a 4D-CNN-based model to perform SSbT horizontal
and profile prediction of the next day, respectively. The 4-D convolution module is the
core part of this model. When conducting SSbT horizontal prediction, they first divide the
SSbT fields into several temporal sequences of horizontal fields according to depth levels.
Then, different 3D convolutional layers are applied to the temporal sequences of different
depths, and their outputs are added up to enrich feature representation. As for the SSbT
profile prediction, the SSbT fields are divided into several temporal sequences of profiles
along the latitude, and then the 4-D convolution module is used to extract their features.
Experiments show that this model achieves competitive performance when predicting the
sea temperature for different depth levels, locations and seasonal thermocline. This method
requires a lot of parameters and computation when there are many depth levels for SSbT
horizontal prediction or many latitudes for SSbT profile prediction.

3. Data

The study area, which includes the Pacific Ocean, the eastern Indian Ocean, and the
western Atlantic Ocean, is located between latitudes 59.5◦S and 59.5◦N and longitudes
95.5◦E and 25.5◦W, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Selected study area.

The SSbT data used in this investigation are monthly mean sea temperature in the
upper 400 m over the study area. The depth levels are 0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, and 400 m. The amount of data available for neural network training is insufficient
since accurate SSbT observations with full spatial and temporal coverage are only available
after the early 1980s. Therefore, the reconstructed historical SSbT products provided by
the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP) [27] and the Research Data Archive (RDA) at
the National Center for Atmospheric Research [31] are added to the training set to increase
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the sample size and avoid the overfitting problem in the training process. As for SSbT
observations, the SST data are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Optimum Interpolation SST V2 (OISST V2) dataset [32], and data of seawater
temperature at depths of 10 to 400 m are from the Global Ocean Data Assimilation System
(GODAS) at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) [33]. To make the
GODAS data consistent with the reconstructed products, bilinear interpolation (a widely
accepted and often used interpolation algorithm that can resample the grid products to
a new resolution [34,35]) was utilized to adjust the horizontal spatial (latitude–longitude)
resolution from 0.333◦ × 1◦ to 1◦ × 1◦. In addition, if one product does not have the data
for one selected depth level, the sea temperature fields at close levels would be linearly
interpolated to this level. After the data processing was complete, spatiotemporal sequences
were produced for each type of monthly SSbT product using a 24-month sliding window
with a sliding step of 1 month.

Regarding the division of these generated sequences, all reconstructed SSbT sequences
and most of the observation sequences were used for training, and the remaining obser-
vation sequences were used for validation and testing. In addition, we prevented time
overlap between the target SSbT fields in the training, validation, and test set sequences.
For details, see Table 1.

Table 1. Organization of the built dataset.

Subset Product Period Number of
Sequences

Training
IAP January 1956–December 2007

1623RDA January 1945–December 2007
OISST V2 and GODAS January 1982–December 2007

Validation OISST V2 and GODAS January 2008–December 2012 60

Test OISST V2 and GODAS January 2013–May 2022 102

4. Method

When modeling, the shape of the input data or feature map tensors is (T, H, W, C).
Here, T, H, W, and C refer to the time, height, width, and channel dimensions, respectively.
Specifically, for the input sequence of SSbT fields for the previous 12 months, T is 12
(number of timesteps), H is 120 (latitude grid size), W is 240 (longitude grid size), and C is
12 (number of depth levels).

The created model, which is shown in Figure 2, is an end-to-end trainable model-based
on the 3D U-Net model [36], which was designed initially for volumetric segmentation. It
is composed of multiple 3D convolutional layers, each of which is followed by a rectified
linear unit activation function, except for the final convolutional layer. This model, like
U-Net, has a downsampling path, a symmetrical upsampling path, and skip connections.

In the downsampling path, the temporal and spatial sizes of the input sequence are
progressively halved by using two 3D convolutional layers with strides of 2, each of which
is followed by two 3D convolutional layers, and spatiotemporal features with different
representation levels are extracted. Two transposed 3D convolutional layers, each of which
is followed by two more 3D convolutional layers, are used in the upsampling process
to gradually restore the high-level features to their original size. Furthermore, low-level
features are received from the downsampling path through skip connections, delivering
detailed information to generate more comprehensive representations. To speed up model
training, batch normalization (BN) [37] is performed after the second-to-last convolutional
layer. The predicted monthly SSbT fields are output through the final convolutional layer
with a kernel size of 1 × 1 × 1.
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The root mean square error (RMSE) is utilized as the loss function to guide the training
of the developed model in this study, which is defined as

LRMSE =
12

∑
m=1

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
n=1

(
ˆ
X
(n)

t+m − X(n)
t+m)

2

(1)

where
ˆ
X
(n)

t+m is the value of the n grid point of the predicted SSbT field for the time step

t + m, and X(n)
t+m is the corresponding ground truth value.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Settings

A seasonal naïve model that copies the input SSbT fields from the past 12 months
unaltered to its outputs (assuming the interannual variation of SSbT is zero), M-ConvLSTM
model [25], and a simple 3D-CNN (S3D-CNN) [38] are three baselines against which the 3D
U-Net model is compared. The temperature values are normalized by dividing by 30 before
being input into the models. All the DL-based models are trained using the RMSE loss
function defined in Section 4 for a fair comparison. The learning rate is set at 0.0001, and
the batch size is 4. When the validation loss does not decrease for 12 epochs, the training
process is terminated to prevent overfitting. The training plots of the 3D U-Net model are
shown in Figure 3. These DL-based models are implemented using TensorFlow [39] and
run on a TITAN RTX GPU (24 GB).
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5.2. Evaluation Metrics

RMSE and mean absolute error (MAE) are used to measure the SSbT prediction error,
which is defined as

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
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(
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X
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1
N
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A correlation coefficient (CC) is adopted to evaluate the consistency between the
observed SSbT profile s and the predicted SSbT profile ŝ at the (i, j) observation point,
which is defined as

CCi,j =
Cov(ŝ, s)√

Var(ŝ) · Var(s)
(4)

The average CC of all observation points of the predicted SSbT field can be calculated as

CC =
1

HW

H

∑
i=1

W

∑
j=1

CCi,j (5)

5.3. Results

We compared the prediction performance of the model between training on observation-
only data and training on observation and reconstruction data. The results are shown in
Table 2, in which 12-month average RMSE, MAE, and CC are adopted as indicators. Using
additional reconstruction data resulted in relative improvements of 7.5% and 9.3% in terms
of RMSE and MAE, while the CC value increased from 0.9506 to 0.9616. This proves that
the reconstructed historical data can help improve the overall performance of the model
for SSbT prediction.

Table 2. The effect of adding reconstruction data during model training.

Dataset RMSE MAE CC

Observation data 0.6857 0.4227 0.9506
Reconstructed data + observation data 0.6343 0.3832 0.9616
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The verification of depth levels for lead times of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months is shown in
Figure 4. For all depth levels, the 3D U-Net model’s temperature prediction error increased
with growing lead times. The prediction performance of the model varied at different
depths. In general, the prediction error of SST and 50–150 m SSbT is larger than that at
other depths. Relatively large prediction error obtained at 0 m may be due to the presence
of more erratic elements, such as solar radiation and sea surface winds. To investigate the
reasons for the large prediction error at the depth of 50–150 m, we calculated the average
root-mean-square (RMS) values of the temperature inter-annual variations for different
depth levels, as shown in Figure 5a. It can be seen that the subsurface temperature inter-
annual variability peaks in the range 50–150 m, which is consistent with the findings in [40],
making it difficult to accurately model the temporal variations at these depth levels. In
addition, the vertical temperature gradients for different depth levels was computed. As
shown in Figure 5b, the vertical temperature gradients are higher at the depth of 50–150 m
than those at other depth levels, which also causes a significant prediction error.
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We then examined the prediction performance of this method for SSbT in different
geographical parts of the study area, including north temperate (between 35.5◦N–59.5◦N),
north subtropics (between 23.5◦N–35.5◦N), tropics (between 23.5◦N–23.5◦S), south sub-
tropics (between 23.5◦S–35.5◦S), and south temperate (between 35.5◦S–59.5◦S). First, the
prediction performance for different depth levels over these regions were examined. For
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simplicity and intuition, six depth levels at appropriate intervals were selected within
0–400 m, including 0, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 400 m. The 12-month average RMSE values
are shown in Table 3. The SST prediction error in tropics is lower than in other regions.
However, the highest RMSE values are obtained for the prediction of temperature at depths
of 50, 100, and 200 m over this region. The changes in prediction error with depth in north
temperate, north subtropics and tropics are generally consistent with the trend of the whole
study area (shown in Figure 4), while the prediction error in south subtropics and south
temperate increases with depth. Beyond that, the overall prediction performance for all
12 depth levels in the upper 400 m over the six regions was evaluated using 12-month
average RMSE, MAE, and CC as indicators. As shown in Table 4, the RMSE and MAE
values are higher in tropics than in other regions, in which the error produced in middle
layers contributes a lot. It seems that the prediction performance for SSbT in the Southern
Hemisphere is better than that in the Northern Hemisphere, and the prediction error in
subtropical zones is lower than that in temperate zones. It is noteworthy that the CC values
of the predicted SSbT profiles in subtropical and tropical zones are above 0.99, while those
of north temperate and south temperate are around 0.91. This indicates that the predicted
SSbT profiles in temperate zones has poorer consistency with the observations compared
to that in other regions.

Table 3. RMSE values of the predicted SSbT for selected depth levels over different geographical
zones.

Depth North
Temperate

North
Subtropics Tropics South

Subtropics
South

Temperate

0 0.7323 0.6200 0.5363 0.5468 0.5876
20 0.7194 0.5811 0.6003 0.4648 0.5256
50 0.7754 0.6334 0.9259 0.4568 0.5182

100 0.6494 0.6109 1.0686 0.4424 0.5179
200 0.5163 0.4657 0.6488 0.4376 0.4540
400 0.4180 0.4123 0.3924 0.3407 0.3147

Table 4. Evaluation of the overall prediction performance for the SSbT fields in different geographical
zones.

Region RMSE MAE CC

North temperate 0.6391 0.3330 0.9177
North subtropics 0.5565 0.3718 0.9935

Tropics 0.7345 0.4454 0.9960
South subtropics 0.4492 0.3130 0.9955
South temperate 0.4893 0.3499 0.9081

For lead times of 1–12 months, the SSbT prediction performance of different methods
was examined at depths of 0, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 400 m. As shown in Figure 6, the
prediction error of the seasonal naïve model for a specific depth is positively correlated with
the inter-annual variation of temperature at that depth. Three DL models outperformed
the seasonal naïve model for most of the selected depths. However, they are worse than the
seasonal naïve model for 400 m where the inter-annual variation of temperature at 400 m is
much smaller compared to those at other depth levels. This is probably because redundant
layers in these DL models cause a loss of input information. The use of residual blocks [41]
may alleviate this problem. In comparison to the M-ConvLSTM model, it was found that
the S3D-CNN and 3D U-Net models had reduced RMSE values for all the chosen depth
levels at all lead times, demonstrating their potential in modeling spatiotemporal data
with seasonal periodicity. In addition, the designed 3D U-Net model is superior to the
M-ConvLSTM and S3D-CNN models for these depth levels.
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For all 12 depth levels, the total prediction performance of the comparative approaches
was assessed. The results are displayed in Figure 7. It can be seen that the 3D U-Net
model has a lower prediction error than the other methods for all lead times. The CC
values obtained by the four approaches fall between 0.94 and 0.97, demonstrating that the
projected SSbT profiles of the four methods are consistent with the observed SSbT profiles.
It is noteworthy that although the seasonal naïve model achieved the highest prediction
error, it performs even better than the 3D U-Net model in terms of CC. This indicates that
there is still room for improvement in retaining spatial information in the vertical direction
of input SSbT fields.
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A case study was then conducted to qualitatively assess the 3D U-Net model’s per-
formance in terms of prediction. The SSbT fields observed in the past 12 months from
February 2020 to January 2021 were input into the model, and the prediction results for the
next 12 months from February 2021 to January 2022 were obtained. Figure 8a–d show the
prediction results for the lead times of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months together with the associated
ground truth SSbT fields for the selected depths of 0, 100, 200, and 400 m. Maps of the
relative error between the predictions and observations are also displayed. The SST shows
an obvious seasonal variation, and the prediction results of the network well reflect this
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temporal characteristic. The distribution of the predicted sea temperature is comparable
to that of the ground truth observations in the other three depth layers. In addition, the
relative error in most regions is less than 10%. However, large relative error of more than
20% is found in temperate zones, mainly at the boundary of the study area and the regions
close to the land. This may be due to the lack of utilization of temperature outside the study
area and the complexity of SSbT variations in coastal seas. In general, the 3D U-Net model
can predict realistic SSbT variations in the study area.
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6. Conclusions

This study attempts to predict the SSbT over the Pacific Ocean and its surround-
ing oceans in the upcoming 12 months. We designed a 3D U-Net model to extract the
spatiotemporal correlation of the input SSbT fields in the past 12 months and map them
to the prediction results. The issue of insufficient training data was resolved using the
reconstructed SSbT data. The experimental results indicate that after using additional
reconstruction data, relative improvements of 7.5% and 9.3% are achieved in terms of
RMSE and MAE, and a higher average CC value is obtained. The prediction of 50–150 m
SSbT is more difficult than that at other depths, possibly because the inter-annual variations
and vertical temperature gradients at these layers are larger than those at other layers. In
addition, the SSbT prediction performance of the 3D U-Net model varies across different
geographical parts of the study area. For the prediction of SST, the model has the lowest
prediction error in tropics, while for the prediction of mesosphere temperature, the model
has the largest prediction error in the tropical region. The overall prediction performance
for SSbT in the Southern Hemisphere is better than that in the Northern Hemisphere, and
the model performance in subtropical zones are better than that in temperate zones. The
prediction error of this method is lower at most depth levels compared with that of other
methods. It achieves better overall and longer-term prediction performance. The RMSE
and MAE of the predicted SSbT fields for all lead times are in the range 0.5–0.7 ◦C and
0.3–0.45 ◦C, respectively, and the average CC scores of the predicted SSbT profiles exceed
0.96 for almost all lead times. A prediction case starting from January 2021 over the study
area demonstrates that the 3D U-Net model is capable of simulating the temporal variations
of the SSbT fields, and its predictions were in line with the observations, which can facilitate
understanding of future changes in the thermal state of the subsurface ocean.

However, there is still a problem of input information loss in the 3D U-Net model,
which makes its prediction accuracy for 400 m and the CC values of the predicted sea
temperature profiles inferior to those of the seasonal naïve model. In the future, we will try
to address this problem and incorporate more oceanic parameters such as ocean currents
into the network to further improve the SSbT prediction performance.
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